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Capture 10-fingerprints with the NEC NeoScan 45, and also the NEC NeoScan 46.

EDDIE mobile app currently supports the capture of 2-fingerprints with the Cogent Biucheck, and also the Cogent Biucheck(2-Finger). EDDIE is a mobile app that enables secure, on-site biometric capture and fingerprint submission. The EDDIE application will operate within the BlackBerry Secured container deployed on iOS devices. Android devices are equipped with both LTE wireless and WiFi connectivity. The EDDIE mobile app allows users to capture and submit biometric data directly from their device. Issued by ICE, the EDDIE app provides a secure and efficient way to capture fingerprints using a handheld device.

EDDIE extension adds additional mobile capabilities allowing ICE users to capture and submit biometric data. The EDDIE app runs on the cellular network provider. The EDDIE app was deployed on January 1, 2015, and brings the following enhancements:

- The entire process was simplified and consumes less data
- Fingerprint images are captured in the field
- Biometric information can be collected from the EDDIE mobile app and used by ICE
- Integrated with DETEC
- Used by ICE Enforcement Officers to collect biometric information from the field

In 2015, the HSI Information Management Directorate (IMD) developed the EDDIE application to allow ICE Enforcement Officers to collect biometric information from the field.
Access to DOD ABIS for an additional 7 million users